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Abstract

We do a precise calculation of the primordial nucleosynthesis constraint

on the energy per length of ordinary and superconducting cosmic strings.

For ordinary strings we provide a general formula for the constraint on

the string tension. Using the current values for the various parameters

that describe the evolution of loops, the constraint for ordinary strings is

G/_ < 2.2 x 10 -s. Our constraint is weaker than previously quoted limits

by a factor of _ 5. For superconducting loops, with currents generated

by primordial magnetic fields, the constraint can be less stringent or more

stringent than this limit, depending upon the strength of the magnetic

field. We also find, in this case, that there is a negligible amount of entropy

production if the electromagnetic radiation from strings thermalizes with

the radiation background.
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In the past few years there has been considerable interest in cosmic strings, both the

ordinary and superconducting varieties. The simplest realization of these strings is

by the breaking of a U(1) symmetry by a complex scalar field [1] (ordinary strings),

and by the breaking of a U(I) ® (;'(1)' symmetry by two complex scalar fields [2]

(superconducting strings) in the early Universe. The essential parameter of the theory

is the energy per length #, which is related to the scale of symmetry breaking. Here we

constrain the string tension by requiring that the inclusion of strings in our Universe

leads to a primordial nucleosynthesis scenario that is observationally acceptable.

Ordinary cosmic strings are cosmologically interesting because they can produce

the density fluctuations required for galaxy formation [3], provided the energy per

length _ is Gg _ 10 -8 (a typical GUT scale) . However, loops of str,.'ng radiate gravi-

tationally at a rate that allows the energy density in gravitons to grow relative to the

radiation background during the time that the Universe is radiation dominated. Pri-

mordial nucleosynthesis [4] provides an upper limit to the energy density of gravitons

produced by loops at ¢ _ 1 sec [5,6,7], which translates to a const:aint on the energy

per length/z. Previous work [6] indicated that the constraint on the string tension

from nucleosynthesis is a factor of a few away from ruling out galaxy formation by

cosmic strings.

Superconducting cosmic strings (SCS) may also explain galaxy formation, yet in

a very different manner. Superconducting loops, with current, can radiate electro-

magnetically as well as gravitationally. In the scenario of Ostriker, Thompson, and

Witten [8] the currents are generated by primordial magnetic fields (pmf), and the

electromagnetic radiation from loops of string blow bubbles in the surrounding gas,

with galaxy formation taking place on the dense spherical shells of the gas. The sue-

cess of their scenario depends upon the strength of the prof. Therefore, it is of interest

to obtain constraints on the energy per length from nucleosynthesis as a function of

the strength of the pro/, and check for comparability with the theory of OTW.

On the face of it, since superconducting loops also radiate electromagnetically,

with less energy going into gravitons (compared to ordinary strings), one might think

that the constraint on y_ is less stringent than that of ordinary strings. However,

if there is a pmf that generates currents in the SCS its energy density will also
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affect nucleosynthesis (and the constraint on #). Another issue arises: assuming the

electromagnetic radiation from the strings thermalizes with the radiation background,

there will be entropy production which will dilute the energy density in gravity waves.

loops, and the Fmf relative to the background. We examine the size of this effect,

and find that it is negligible. Also, the baryon to photon ratio _ is known at the time

of nucleosynthesis, and at the start of matter domination. We therefore determine,

from this knowledge, if entropy production can lead to any new constraints on the

energy per length.

The paper is organized as follows: in Sec II. we do a more precise analysis than has

previously been done in obtaining a constraint on #, using primordial nucieosynthesis,

for ordinary strings ; in Sac. III. we present a constraint on/_ for SCS as a ruction of

the/rrnf strength ; in Sec. IV. we consider the effects of entropy production by SCS;

in Sac. V. we summarize our work.

II. Ordinary Strings

We now describe a host of relations that will be essential in the forthcoming analysis.

Loops of initial radius L! continually form by breaking off from intersecting "infinite"

strings when the age of the Universe is about t _ L//e (e _ 0.2, see Ref. [7]). The

birthrate of loops of radius L! at time t is about [9]:

dR

a-i = ,qt' (9..1)

(number per volume per time), where _: __ re-a/2 and v _ 0.01 [10]. This birthrate

is valid from the time t. -._ t_,,_(G/_) -2 when frictional effects on the string net-

work become negligible [11] to the time that the Universe became matter dominated.

After formation, the number density of loops at t formed between t! and t! + dr!

is dn(t, tl) = _R(tI)a/t)R(t)adt! (assuming they have not decayed), where R is the

FRW scale factor. For a radiation dominated Universe R oc vri. The loops redshift

like a nonrelativistic particle specie.

The energy of a loop of radius L is:
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with 3 _ 9 'lOJ (;3 # 2_r because the loops oscillate and are not perfectly circular).

Loops radiate gravitationally with a power:

Pew = 7awG# (2.3)

where 7cw _ 50 - 100 [12].

Using the above relations, and taking into account cosmological expansion, the

energy density at time t in gravitational waves (GW) is given by:

Gpcw(t) = a =,. \Jtc=,/l+b R--_t i )dr! R(r)R(t)dr (2.4)

where O is the unit step function, and the integrals are over the time the loops formed

t/and the time 7- the radiation was emitted. We have also introduced the dimension-

less parameters:

a= 2 (2.5)

(loops formed at t = t! will have radiated away all their energy at t = tt(1 + b)/b).

These parameters are very convienent, as we do not need to specify G# or any specific

loop par_aeters. Using the standard values for the various loop parameters and

taking G/_ -,- 10 -e yields a ,,_ 6 x 10 -n and b --, 3 x 10 -5. At any time t, the energy

density of loops is given by:

a/"=' R(t!)3(t! - bCt- t!))O(t! - t.)
cp, (t) = g RCtpt) at,

(2.7)

and the integration is over the formation times tl of the loops. A reasonable limit

on G/_ can be obtained because of the logarithmic growth in time of paw: pew "_

v/-_In(t/t.)/t2. The energy density in loops Pt*,,v "" v/-_/t_ does not grow relative

to the radiation background p,,,, --, 1/t 2, and for t >> t. it is small compared to PGW

while the Universe is radiation dominated. [We shall ignore the contribution to the

energy density in long strings, as the energy density is a factor ,-_ _ smaller than

that in loops.]
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The gravitons produced by the loops are noninteracting, and will not share in the

entropy release of other particle species. Therefore, an accurate solution to Eqns.

(2.4) and (2.7) requires knowledge of what the rest of the Universe is composed

of. The bulk of the energy density is in thermal equilibrium, and the equilibrium

pressure P,_ and energy density p¢q can easily be calculated by performing the ususal

thermodynamic integrals given the masses and degeneracies of the particles (see Table

1). Through the quark-hadron phase transition (100 MeV _ T _ 200 MeV) we use

the results of Ref. [13]. The scale factor can then be calculated as a function of

temperature:

[R(T)T]3 g(T) = constant (2.s)

where

g(T) = 3(p,_ + P,q) (2.9)
2pph,,to_

is the effective particle degrees of freedom. In Fig. (1) we show the evolution of g(T)

using the particles in Table (1). We see that g(T) varies by a factor of ,_ 30 between

the GUT scale and nucleosynthesis. The evolution of the energy density in gravitons

created from loops is pGW(t) oc g(t,)l/3/t, 2, so the effect of the variation in g(t) is to

decrease the expected amount of PGW by roughly a half.

To do the previous integrals we need the scale factor as a function of time. This is

accomplished by taking steps in temperature and calculating the corresponding time

step from the FI:tW equation:

s, a.= --_'-[P,, + pew + p,o_,] (2.10)

We further take into account that neutrinos go out of equilibrium at T _ 1 MeV, and

do not share in the entropy release of e+, e- annihilations. For 4He not to be overpro-

duced by a faster expansion rate during nucleosynthesis requires p,=t,o _< 0.15ptot,,_

(at T -,, 1 MeV), and in the present case p,,t,o = pzo,,p + pew. However, because

of the time vaxlation in (pew + p_o_)/ptot_l, we directly plug this extra contribution

to the energy density into Wagoner's nucleosynthesis code and require that the mass

fraction of produced 4He be less than 0.254.
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We take the start of the integration time to be t. -- 10 -32 sec, which corresponds

to G# _-, 10 -6. To obtain an upper limit on the energy per length we must choose

the minimum allowed values for the neutron hail-life and baryon to photon ratio (at

present):vl/2 - 10.4 rain., T/ = 3 x 10 -l°. We can then determine the parameters a

and b that give a helium mass traction of 0.254. In Fig. (2) we plot the maximum

allowed value for a, am,-., as a function of b. The curve can be fitted, to 1%, by:

a,,._= = 1.54 x 10-4b TM (2.11)

This relation can be used to solve for the upper limit on Gg as a function of the loop

parameters:

,._0.93.0.02

cw_ (2.12)
G#i,_,,= = 4.39 x 10-s 32.ssvl._ s

Using the "standard" values for these parameters (Tow = 50, j3 = 9, v = 0.01,

e = 0.2) yields the limit:

G# < 2.2 x 10 -s (2.13)

It must be stressed, however, that this limit is very sensitive to the parameters v and

3, which are somewhat uncertain. [Results from another group [14] investigating the

evolution of cosmic strings appear to differ quantitatively with the results of Albrecht

and Turok.] Our limit differs greatly (a factor of 5) from [6] primarily because they

take g = 0.03. The limit is very insensitive to the start of the integration time, i.e.,

changing by m 7% for each order of magnitude we are off. Neglecting pew in Eqn

(2.10) results in a 23% change in the limit.

Table (1) included only known particles, and beyond the Z boson mass scale we

have g _ 106.75. To investigate the effects of other possible particle species (e.g.,

supersymmetric particles) we vary g for T > 500 GeV by s x 106.75. For s =

1.5, 3, 10 the limit on G/_ is weaker by a factor of 1.2, 1.4, 2.1, respectively. Finally, we

compare our limit with that obtained analytically by assuming 9(T) is fixed (whence

R(t) o¢ ,¢/'/) and taking nucleosynthesis to occur at t _ 1 sec. Using the standard

loop parameters, our limit is a factor _. 3.8 weaker than the simple estimate. Similar

conclusions about the effect of the dilution of the gravity waves can be found in Refs.
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In Fig. (3) we show the evolution of f_aw = pcw/'ptot and f_to,w = ploo_/p_ot

as a function of the temperature of the Universe for the choice b = 10 .4 and a =

1.84 x 10 -l° (which results in an an extra energy density that is critically allowed).

The occasional "bumps" in the plots represent the dilution of loops and gravity waves

relative to the radiation background as particle species go out of equilibrium, annihi-

late, and heat up the background.

III. Superconducting Strings

The procedure of the last section must now be modified to allow for the additional

electromagnetic decay mode of the superconducting string. The electromagnetic ra-

diation power is:

PEM = _EMJ 2 (3.1)

where J is the current, and "TEM is a numerical constant (in calculations we take

"rEM _ "Tow, which is expected). [Other power laws for the EM radiation losses

have been proposed [15], but a more thorough treatment [16] supports the form of

Eqn. (3.1).] We use electromagnetic units here, and elsewhere," that correspond to

e_ - aEM, where aEM _-- 1/137 is the electromagnetic coupling constant.

In the following analysis we make several restrictions. One is that the electromag-

netic field energy will not be sufficient to stabilize the string tension, creating static

or "floating" loops [17,18,19]. Secondly, we assume that the entropy production from

the thermalization of the photons radiated from the SCS can be ignored, i.e., we

assume there is no substantial dilution of gravity waves, loops, or the pmf by this

effect. In See. IV we show that this assumption is appropriate. We assume that

the pmf is a large-scale coherent field. We ignore the anisotropy introduced by the

prof. The effects of anisotropy on nucleosynthesis can be neglected since a measure

of the anisotropy is the ratio of the energy density in the prnf to the total energy

density, which is constrained by nucleosynthesis to be _ 0.15. When the nucleosyn-

thesis bound is saturated by the pmf the magnetic field strength is high enough to

change the neutron half-life [20] and several important reaction rates. However, we

ignore these effects which are subdominant compared to the effect of the field on the
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expansion rate of the Universe [21]. In what follows we reduce the many degrees of

freedom by considering only the canonical loop parameters.

We now generalize the equations describing the energy density in loops and grav-

itational radiation:

a [tt=t R(tl)3z(t, tt)6(ts _ t.)

Gpt_,p(t) = -_ [jtt=tlu R(t)St _ dr/ (3.2)

(3.3)

where z(t, ts) = L(t, tj)/L(tl), ut! is the lifetime of a loop, and both can be deter-

mined from the equation of motion for the loop radius.

A superconducting loop in the presence of a pmf of strength B will have an

induced current at formation [8]:

J! ,_ B/Iql4:rln(vL/) (3.4)

where v --, vrfi is the expectalon value of the Higgs field. The electromagnetic radia-

tion power for a loop formed at t/, at any time is then:

PEM = 7SMP,,,or(tl)L}/2:rln2(vL)L 2 (3.5)

where the magnetic energy density P,',,°e

where we have now taken 3_M _ 7_W and defined

= B2/87r. It is now useful to rewrite this as

(3.6)

f(Q ) = #,,,°,(tl)I,}/27rG#'In'(vIq) (3.7)

(/, has been approximated by L! in the logarithm). Now p_o,(ty) cx g(ty)l/3/t}, and

recallingthat Ly oct/, we see that f(t]) can vary by about two orders of magnitude

from the time loops start forming to the onset of nucleosynthesis. Because of the time

variation in f(t]) it becomes convienent to define a free parameter f. at the start of

integration t.:
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(g(t,)_ 1/3 In(evt.)_ 2
f(tI) = f, \_j ( (3.8)z_(_,t:) }

which takes the place of the magnetic field. To allow direct comparison with the f of

OTW, we note that f ._ f(tt) after nucleosynthesis (after which there are no more

particle species releasing entropy, and f(tl) becomes approximately constant).

We assume that the drain on the primordial magnetic field by the induction of

loop currents is negligible. A loop formed at time t will drain an energy W _ a_J]/2,

where w _ 47rLln(vL) is the inductance of the loop. In terms of the magnetic energy

density:

W(t) _ p,_,,,,(t)(d)a/In(evt) (3.9)

The evolution of the magnetic energy density is then described by:

_,,_,,, = -4_p,_o, - _;W(t)/t"
(3.10)

with solution:

p.,°, - p.,o. l,( l_ / R )' (In( cvt, )/ tn( vet ) )"_3 (3.11)

Because Ices _ 10 -s, we can safely treat the prnf as non.interacting.

The equation for the evolution of the mass of a loop isgiven by:

t_= Z,L =-_zwa,'[I(t_)(i_/L)_+ 1] (3.12)

with the solution

t/t_= (b+ i- •+ vT[t_-'(./,47)-t_--'(1/v/7)])/b (3.13)

(the electromagnetic field energy has little effect, and has been ignored here). This

solution is true as long as the string remdns superconducting. For bosonic strings

J_._t _ ev/'fi is the critical current 1 , and for fermionic strings with charge carriers of

vacuum mass M, J_-u _-, eM. The critical value for z, in the bosonic case is:

1To be consistent with OTW we take this to be the critical current. However,

the results of [19,22] indicate that J'_,, = 7'ev_ , where _"can be much smaJ.ler than
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(3.14)

(for fermionic charge carriers replace # with M_). The superconducting lifetime of

loops is then:

= (i+ b- + v?)- i/ /b
t!

(3.z5)

When z _ z_.,, the EM field energy (_ 1/2 of the total loop energy for J=_ = eq_ )

will be released in the form of high energy particles. For z < z_.,, we are left with an

ordinary string which will evaporate at a time t given by:

The integrals can now be performed, and Eqn (2.10) is modified to include p,,_=g:

Gp_= o =
157h ( ,vt.)a(t. )'=

which is now expressed in terms of f..

We restrict our attention to bosonic superconducting strings. Since the limit

on gp may vary substantially in the superconducting case, we take the start of

integration t. = t_/(Gp) 2. In Fig. (5) we show the constraint on the energy per

length as a function of the parameter f(tt) , evaluated at t! -- 10 *° sec. ( roughly

equivalent to the f of OTW). The physics is clear. For small values of f (hence

small B fields) loops do not produce much EM radiation and the limit is the same as

that for ordinary strings; for intermediate values of f sizeable currents are generated

resulting in less gravitons and a weaker constraint on/_; and larger values of f require

smaller string tensions in order that the magnetic energy density not get too large.

Our nucleosynthesis constraint on G# as a fuction of / does not restrict the (G/_,/)

solution space of OTW that allows galaxy formation.

unity. This can affect the OTW solution space (I,Gu) for galaxy formation, as we

now describe. Their scenmio assumes £! > £,,,, which thereby constrains the range

of I in their model: ! < 7.3 x lO-%3"rF.a,/xcwG_,. With, : 1, which they use, this

upper limit to ! is a factor _- 40 away from their solution space. Therefore, smaller

values of, (,' < 0.15) will require modification of the range of parameters that allow

galaxy formation.
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We now consider the effects of the long wavelength (--- L) EM radiation emitted from

the loops, which thermalize with the radiation background (during the radiation

dominated era). Of particular interest is the time between nucleosynthesis (t _ 1

sec) and matter domination (t _ 101° sec) because the entropy of the Universe is

approximately known at these times, during which the loops might be producing an

inconsistent amount of entropy (for a given #). Nucleosynthesis requires a baryon

to photon ratio of r/ _. (3- 10) x 10 -1° [4]. Observations of luminous matter (i.e.,

baryons in stars) yields a lower limit of r/"-' 3.3 x 10 -1: at present. Therefore, r/can at

most change by a factor of _ 1/30 between nucleosynthesis and matter domination.

This information can be used to obtain a limit on G#.

We define FEM = P_M to be rate of electromagnetic energy per volume produced

by all the loops in the Universe at some temperature T. The energy released in time

dt is then dE = FeMRSdt, with a corresponding release of entropy dS = dE/T. In

the radiation dominated era, S _ 4pR3/3T, and the energy density p _ 3/32zrGt _.

We shall use an alternative measure of entropy production, the baryon to photon

ratio rl (r/ o¢ 1/(RT) s o¢ l/S). The evolution of r/, from an initial value rh is then

determined by:

t_/rli = ezp(-81rG rEMt2dt)

*l ti

(4.1)

(we ignore other forms of entropy production).

We now calculate FEM. Looking at the energy density produced at t by loops

formed at tl, we see that dpEM(t, tt) = PEM(t, tt)dnloo_,(t, tl)dt-'dt]dtPEM(t,t/)

3/t_/2t3/2, where we have used R(t) oct */a. Defining y = t/tt, and letting PEM =

7awGI_2K(y):

o/arEu = K(y)v dy (4.2)

The integral over t in Eqn. (4.1) can now be performed,

rI / r/, -- (t,/t) s'° f K(_)4-_av (4.3)
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However, it would be much more useful to have z instead of V as a dependent variable,

and from the equation of motion for a loop we solve for y in terms of z:

1 t 1 d.

y= i +-b J, I + K(z)
(4.4)

and the entropy can now be written as:

= (t;/t)s"ol/b3/2 (4.5)

where the dimensionless coefficient I is obtained from

j_01 K(_/ i _1 dKix/d z (4"6/I= I + K(z) b+ l _-

The coefficient I was calculated for two cases: (1) K(z) = fix 2 for z > z_.,, and

g(z) = 0 for z < z_,,, (2) K(z) = f/z 2 for z > z_,, and g(z) = oo for z < z_,,.

The first case corresponds to a loop with no electromagnetic radiation released when

(and after) the critical current is reached, and the second case corresponds to all the

loop energy going into photons at the critical current (the actual, physical situation

should lie between these two cases). The value of I as a function of f is shown in Fig.

(5) for these two cases, which give vet similar results. The coefficient I is essentially

independent of/_, except for f >> 1 when the loops reach their critical current soon

after they form.

We now check our previous assumption that the Frnf, loops, and gravitons will

not have their energy density diluted by the EM radiation from loops. From Fig. (5)

the lazgest possible value of G# is _ 10 -4, and from Fig. (6) the largest possible

value of I is _ 0.4. Using the standard loop parameters, we see that the maximum

exponent in Eqn. (4.5) is _ 3.4 x 10 -3. For t_/t = 10 -_2 we have r//r/_ _ 0.78, and

entropy production by the loops can be neglected.

Requiring r//r/i to vary by less than a factor of 1/30 over the time range ti/t = 10_"1°

yields a limit on G/z:

Gfz _< 3.5 x 10 -s _'Gw
i2v233 (4.7)

Using the standard string parameters we obtain the Limit:
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G# < 2 x 10-2 'I 2 (4.8)

Since I _< 0.4, this is far weaker than the limits obtained from nucleosynthesis. This

is just a restatement that entropy production is negligible.

V. Conclusion

We have calculated the constraint on the energy per length for ordinary cosmic loops,

and given the constraint as a function of several parameters that describe the evolution

of loops. The bound on G#_ is clearly very sensitive to these parameters, and with

recent studies [14,24] improving the accuracy of the parameters used here, previously

quoted limits cannot be taken to be very accurate.

The constraint on G# for superconducting strings, with small prnf, is the same

as that for ordinary strings. Larger fields generate larger loop currents and allow

a sizeable fraction of the loop energy to go into EM radiation, thus weakening the

constraint. Stronger magnetic fields, with an energy density that begins to saturate

the nucleosynthesis bound, will necessarily lead to stronger limits on #.

Using the bound on G# from nucleosynthesis we showed that there is a negligible

amount of entropy production by SCS. Although gravitational waves emitted by loops

are very important in constraining G#, the electromagnetic radiation is not. This

situation may change, however, if the high energy, non-thermal photons resulting

from superconducting loops making the catastrophic transition to ordinary loops is

considered. Here, a limit is placed on G# by requiring that light elements are not

overproduced by the photodisintegration of 4He [23].
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Figure Captions

1. The evolution of the particle degrees of freedom g(T).

2. The parameter a that yields a critically allowed abundance of 'He as a function

of the parameter b.

3. The evolution of Ftcw and f_t,_, as a function of temperature for the choice

b = 10 -4 and a = 1.84 × 10 -l°. The abundance of 'He in this case is critically

allowed.

4. The evolution of n,,,,,o, Ft_w, and fll_,,_, for the choice f = 1 and G/_ = 1 x 10 -4.

5. The nucleosynthesis constraintfor superconducting cosmic strings.We plotthe

criticallyallowed value of Gp as a function of f.

6. The parameter I as a function of f. Large values of I correspond to greater

entropy production. Case (1) corresponds to no EM radiation released at the

critical current, case (2) corresponds to all the loop energy being released at the

critical current. Here we have taken Gp _. 10 -s, however, I depends strongly

on /_only for / > > I.
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